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Abstract: In this paper we present an efficient A* algorithm to solve the Directed Linear Arrangement Problem. By using a branch and bound technique to embed a given directed acyclic graph into a layerwise partition search graph, the optimal directed ordering is then be identified through a A* shortest path search in the embedding graph. We developed a hybrid DC+BDS algorithm to approximate the optimal linear arrangement solution, which includes directed clustering and bidirectional sort technique. Along with a lower bound based on the maximum flow technique, this approximation solution is used as an upper bound to prune the state space during the A* search. In order to reduce the memory requirement of the A* search, we also discuss a implementation of the relay node technique from Zhou and Hansen [22].
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1 Introduction

Broadcasting data becomes a widely studied problem in the wireless environment due to its practical importance. Nowadays researchers are becoming increasingly interested in the study of correlated data broadcasting, which leading to a requirement to devise an efficient and effective scheduling algorithm for the correlated data. Applications are generally represented by directed acyclic graphs (DAGs), and solved via a Directed Linear Arrangement. Like the undirected correlated data broadcasting, for which many heuristic solutions have been proposed [20][4], this problem is hard in general, but has been solved in the case with a single root vertex, in which every other vertex either has a path directly to this root vertex, or can be reached from it [2].


Kaji presented a simulated annealing method for sequential partitioning of directed acyclic graphs [9], which is a variation of the scheduling problem discussed herein. Although the proposed algorithm is effective and efficient, it cannot guarantee to find an optimal solution, and is hard to fine-tune the cooling factors to specific problems. In a recent study for scheduling dependent tasks in a heterogeneous system, Sakellariou [17] presented a partition-based algorithm that determines the optimal vertex order by sorting all nodes with its rank value and additional local group optimization. However, the effectiveness in solving the directed ordering problem depends mainly on an optimal order of subset nodes within each local
group.

The structure of this paper is as follows. Section 2 presents the Directed Linear Arrangement Problem, and introduces a lower bound of cut before each placed vertex by the Max-Flow theorem. The third section presents a hybrid DC+BDS heuristic to approximate the DLA problem. Sections 4 presents a technique to solve the DLA problem using the A* search in an induced partition search graph. Section 5 presents the experimental results, and Section 6 concludes this study.

2 Directed Linear Arrangement Problem

Given a directed acyclic weighted graph $G=(V,E,w)$ with non-negative weights, the directed linear arrangement problem is to determine a surjection $f: V \rightarrow \{0,1,2,\ldots,|V|-1\}$ such that $(u,v) \in E \implies f(u) < f(v)$, i.e. $f$ is a topological order which minimize the total weighted latency of edges. The total weighted latency of edges in the arrangement $f$ can be considered as follows:

$$W(f) = \sum_{(u,v) \in E} w_{u,v}(f(v) - f(u))$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $w_{u,v}$ denotes the weight of the edge from $u$ to $v$. Let $n = |V|$, $m = |E|$ and $W_i(f)$ denote the edge cut across between vertex in position $i$ and position $i+1$ from $f$. Equation 1 can be rewritten as follows:

$$W(f) = \sum_{i=1}^{n-1} W_i(f) = \sum_{i=1}^{n-1} \sum_{u,v \in V \& & f(u) \leq i < f(v)} w_{u,v}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

Let $\text{Scut}(A,B) = \sum_{u \in A, v \in B} w_{u,v}$ denote the total cut weight from vertex in $A$ to vertex in $B$. Since a valid topological order of vertex in a DAG has no backward edge, from Equation 2, for a valid topological order of vertex arrangement $f$, $W_i(f)$ is the cut weight from $\{j|f(j) \leq i\}$ to $\{j|i < f(j)\}$, which is given by

$$W_i(f) = \text{Scut}(\{j|f(j) \leq i\}, \{j|i < f(j)\})$$

Thus, under a topological order $f$, the cut weight across vertex in position $i$ and in position $i+1$ is the cut weight from vertices arranged before position $i$, vertex in position $i$, to vertices arranged after position $i$.

Example 1. Consider a directed acyclic graph from Figure 1a, and one of its topological sort graph from Figure 1b. $f(1)=3$, $f(2)=1$, $f(3)=4$, $f(4)=2$ and $f(5)=5$. The cut weight between the first and second vertices is $W_1(f) = \text{Scut}(\{2\}, \{1,3,5\})=12$; the cut weight between the second and third vertices is $W_2(f) = \text{Scut}(\{2,4\}, \{1,3,5\})=8$, and so on. The total weighted latency of edges is thus 74.

Figure 1. (a) A simple directed acyclic graph and (b) one of its topological sort graph.

2.1 The Lower/Upper Vertex Set

Let $x < y$ denote the existence of a path from $x$ to $y$.

The following definition is then introduced:

Definition 1 The partition of $V$ between two disjoint set of vertices, $V^l$ and $V^u$, is called a graph cut of acyclic directed graph $G(V,E)$. If no $x < y$ exists for $x \in V^u$, $y \in V^l$ and $V^u = V \setminus V^l$, then $(V^l, V^u)$ is a directed vertex set pair and $V^l$ and $V^u$ are the lower and upper vertex sets of $(V^l, V^u)$, respectively.

For a directed pair $(V^l, V^u)$ with nonempty $V^u$, if a vertex $x \in V^u$ exists such that $(V^l \cup \{x\}, V^u \setminus \{x\})$ is also a directed pair, then $x$ is called a split vertex of $V^u$. For detaching $x$ from $V^u$ to form another directed pair $(V^l \cup \{x\}, V^u \setminus \{x\})$, $x$ must be in the minimum source set of $V^u$.

Definition 2 Define $M(U)$ as the minimum source set of $U$ that itself is the subset of $U$, where either each vertex in $U$ is in this subset, or a path exists from vertices in this subset to rest of vertices in $U$.

2.2 Max-Flow/Min-Cut Lower bound

Let $w_u^{(1)} \geq w_u^{(2)} \geq w_u^{(3)} \geq ...$ denote the weights of the outgoing edges from $u$. Thus, $X^+(u) = \sum_i i w_u^{(i)}$ gives the minimum total weight of latency of outgoing edges.
For each vertex in Example 1, after adding super source \( s \) and super sink \( t \), the minimum weight cut before the vertex can be discovered through the max-flow-min-cut theorem, which are \( Mcut(3) = 36 \), \( Mcut(4) = 4 \), \( Mcut(5) = 18 \) and zero for all other. Figure 2 shows the flow network for vertex 3.

![Figure 2. The flow network for minimum cut before vertex 3.](image)

### 3 Composite Approximation Solution

#### 3.1 Bidirectional Greedy Zero In-Degree Sort

The topological order of vertex can be computed efficiently either by depth-first sorting algorithm or zero in-degree sorting, which is based on breadth first traversal algorithm [3]. The greedy strategy can also used to find a topological order for the directed linear arrangement problem, by either depth-first or breadth-first traversal.

For a greedy strategy used in depth-first traversal, Sakellariou[17] proposed finding the vertex order by sorting vertices based on rank value. The rank value, \( r_i \), of a vertex \( i \) is recursively defined as follows:

\[
r_i = \max_{(i,j) \in E} (w_{i,j} + r_j)
\]

All the rank value can be found through Equation 4 with only a single depth-first traversal. Limited by its depth-first nature, the quality of this heuristic solution is greatly depend on the hierarchical structure of directed graph. Therefore, this work propose a breadth-first greedy algorithm based on the zero in-degree sort process.

Each step of the zero in-degree sort consists of two phases. The first phase is a vertex selection phase, in which a vertex \( u \) with zero incoming edges is randomly selected and reported. The second phase is a vertex deletion phase, where vertex \( u \) and all its outgoing edges are deleted from the graph. The optimum vertex order can then built by selecting the optimum vertex at each vertex selection phase.

There are two heuristics for the selection of vertex during each step of the zero in-degree sorting.
processes, which are maximum-incident heuristic and least-cost heuristic.

- **Maximum-Incident Heuristic**

Let $F_{in}(u) = \sum_{(v,u) \in E} w_{v,u}$ denote the total weight of edges which incident on $u$. By maximizing the total edge weight incident on the select vertex, the edge weight extended to the following vertices in the list is minimized. This leads to a simple greedy strategy, in which each zero in-degree sort selects the vertex with the largest $F_{in}(u)$.

- **Least-Cost Heuristic**

For a given partition pair $(V^f, V^u)$, the total cut weight between $V^f$ and $V^u$ is $\sum_{v \in M(V^u)} F_{in}(v)$, and the minimum total cut weight for placing $V^u$ is as follows.

$$R(V^u) = \sum_{v \in M(V^u)} F_{in}(v) + \min_{u \in V^u} \sum_{v \in V^u, v \neq u} M_{cut}(v)$$

$$= \sum_{v \in M(V^u)} F_{in}(v) + \sum_{v \in V^u} M_{cut}(v) - \max_{u} M_{cut}(u) \quad (5)$$

As shown in Equation 5, the selection with vertex with largest $M_{cut}(u)$ will minimize estimated remaining cost of finishing the ordering. This leads to the second greedy strategy, in which each zero in-degree sort selects the vertex with the largest $M_{cut}(u)$.

During the vertex selection phase of zero in-degree sort, the maximum-incident heuristic picks the vertex $u$ with largest $F_{in}(u)$, while the least-cost heuristic picks the vertex $u$ with largest $M_{cut}(u)$. From Equation 3, the minimum cut weight before vertex $u$ can be rewritten as follows.

$$M_{cut}(u) = F_{in}(u) + \min_{u \in M(V^u)} \sum_{x \in V^f, y \in V^u, y \neq u} w_{x,y} \quad (6)$$

Therefore, although both heuristics use the similar greedy approach to select the zero in-degree vertex, the maximum-incident heuristic is a locally optimum approach which considers only the cut weight into the selected vertex, and the least-cost heuristic considers both the cut weight into and across the selected vertex. The effectiveness of both heuristics may vary with different structure of the directed graph. Thus, we can establish a greedy zero in-degree sort by applying either vertex selection heuristics, or both vertex selection heuristics and pick the better result from applying both heuristics.

While zero in-degree sort picks the vertex from the zero in-degree vertices and place each selected vertex into ordered list from the beginning of list, there is also a backward version of zero in-degree sort (considering the original zero in-degree sort as a forward version). The backward version of zero in-degree sort first reverses all its directed edges, then picks a vertex from the zero in-degree vertices, and places the selected vertex into the ordered list from end of list.

The maximum-incident and least-cost heuristic can also be applied in backward zero in-degree sorting, such that the backward zero in-degree sort with maximum-incident or least-cost heuristics forms the backward greedy zero in-degree sort.

Either by multiple zero in-degree vertices in a DAG (or multiple zero out-degree vertices in backward greedy zero in-degree sort) or sorting vertices with same $F_{in}(u)$ (or $M_{cut}(u)$), the forward or backward greedy zero in-degree sort may randomly pick the vertex, leading to a less optimal vertex selection. However, the forward and backward sort can adopt each other as a tie breaking strategy, and the solution from the forward sort and the solution from the backward sort can be used as a preference list for each other.

The bidirectional sort algorithm iterating the back to back forward and backward greedy zero in-degree sort. Starting with random ordering as a preference list, the algorithm keep using results from other as a preference list, and the algorithm ends when the vertex order from both forward sort and backward sort are identical, or the solution is no longer improved. Thus, better heuristic than applying the forward or backward alone is provided. The next example is used to explain the details of bidirectional sort algorithm.

**Example 2.** Consider a directed acyclic graph from Figure 3, and an initial random reference list $f = [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]$ with cost of 71. In the first round of algorithm, after the forward sort, both maximum-incident heuristic and least-cost heuristic report the same order of $f = [1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 5]$ with cost of 66. Since the vertex order is changed and solution is improved, $f$ is reversed and used as the preference list in the backward sort. After the backward sort both greedy heuristics report the same order of $f = [5, 4, 1, 6, 3, 2]$ with cost of 33. The $f$ is then reversed into $[2, 3, 6, 1, 4, 5]$, in which the vertex order is changed and solution improved. Thus, the bidirectional sort algorithm enters the second round with new $f$ as the preference list. In this case, both greedy heuristics in the forward sort report the same order of $f = [2, 3, 6, 1, 4, 5]$, in which the vertex order is the same as the preference list. Therefore, the algorithm ends, and reports $f = [2, 3, 6, 1, 4, 5]$. 
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3.2 Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering with Directed Merge

Agglomerative hierarchical clustering is a bottom-up clustering method where clusters have sub-clusters, which in turn have sub-clusters, etc. The algorithm computes a complete hierarchy of clusters and does not require the number of clusters to be known in advance. Start with every single vertex in a single cluster. Then, in each successive iteration, it merges the closest pair of clusters by satisfying some similarity criteria, until all of the vertices are in one cluster [11].

Hierarchical agglomerative clustering with directed merge is the directed version of HAC, or directed HAC. It concerns grouping vertices in pairs based on their similarity and/or their proximity. Directed merge links two sequential vertex sets in the source and end clusters to form a new sequential set of vertices in the source cluster before the vertices in the end cluster in the ordering.

As with the unordered HAC, each cluster can be a source or an end cluster for directed merging. However, for each source/end cluster pair, there shall not exist any edges starting from end cluster to source cluster, and shall not exist any path starting from vertex in source cluster through other cluster and destined to the vertex in the end cluster.

To determine whether one source/end cluster pair can be directed merged without compromising the acyclicity, these two clusters are first test-merged, and the topological sort (either with depth first search or zero in-degree sort) is used to validate the acyclicity after the test merge. If the acyclicity is not violated after this test merge, then these source/end cluster pair is considered as directed-mergeable, and not otherwise.

In each iteration, the pair of clusters with the highest cohesion is merged by average-link clustering [8][6]. The similarity between each pair of clusters is measured according to the group average directed weight between them, which is an objective function based on the sizes of the clusters being merged, along with the directed edge weight from source cluster to end cluster [10]. The group average directed weight from cluster \( \Gamma \) to \( \Delta \) is defined as follows.

\[
W_c(\Gamma, \Delta) = \frac{1}{|\Gamma||\Delta|} \sum_{u \in \Gamma, v \in \Delta} w_{u,v}
\]

Starting with each vertex as a singleton cluster, the directed-mergeable and group directed weight of each source/end cluster pair are pre-validated and computed. All cluster pairs are then sorted with a heap. The cluster pair which are not directed-mergeable is always on the bottom of heap, and the directed-mergeable cluster pair with the largest group directed weight is always on the top of heap. At each merging process, the directed-mergeable cluster pairs with largest group directed weight between them, is linked and directed merged into a new cluster with a linked vertex list from the joining of linked vertex lists of source and end clusters[5].

After the cluster pair is merged, the end cluster is removed, and the source cluster is rewritten by the new cluster created by merging. Then, each cluster \( x/ \) removed cluster pair will merged into cluster \( x/ \) new cluster pair, and each removed cluster/cluster \( x \) pair will merged into new cluster/cluster \( x \) pair. With all source/end cluster pairs pre-sorted into a heap, each merging process consists of the following steps:

1. Directed merge the source/end cluster pair from top of heap.
2. Remove the merged source/end cluster pair from the heap.
3. Update the heap.

After \( n - 1 \) directed merges, all clusters are then merged into one single cluster, and the directed clustering solution is determined from the linked vertex list of the last remaining cluster.

3.3 Hybrid Algorithm of Directed HAC and Bidirectional Sort

The clustering algorithm suffers from their inability to perform adjustments once the merging decision is made. However, several studies have reported that the clustering process can increase the average degree of vertices (or graph density), and improve the approximation solution from iterative partition heuristic [18] and simulated annealing placement [19].

The hybrid algorithm of directed clustering and bidirectional sort, called the DC+BDS, iteratively applied the directed clustering to the input graph, while between each pair of clustering processes the processing graph was duplicated and the bidirectional sort was applied on the duplicated graph to explore each vertex order solution.
Using this exhaustive search the DC+ BDS algorithm returned the best vertex order after the end of last clustering process. By fully combining all benefits of directed clustering and bidirectional sort, the total weighted latency of edges can be minimized.

4 The Partition Search Graph

4.1 Mapping from a Directed Acyclic Graph

A partition search graph \( \tilde{G}(\tilde{V}, \tilde{E}, \tilde{w}) \) is a directed acyclic graph induced from another directed acyclic graph \( G(V, E, w) \), where \( \tilde{V} \) represents a node set (comparable to vertex set \( V \)); \( \tilde{E} \) represents an arc set (comparable to edge set \( E \)), and \( \tilde{w} \) represents the node weight, such that each node from \( \tilde{V} \) is mapped to a lower/upper partition pair of \( V \); each arc from \( \tilde{E} \) is mapped to one state transition between two ordered partition pairs, and the node weight is mapped to the set cut between this ordered partition.

Let \( n = |\tilde{V}|, m = |\tilde{E}| \), and \( F_{\text{out}}(u) = \sum_{(u,v) \in E} w_{u,v} \) denote the total weights of edges which incident out from \( u \). A partition search graph has the following properties:

1. The graph has only a source node, denoted as \( \text{root} \), that mapped to partition pair \((0, V)\) and a sink node, denoted as \( \text{goal} \), that mapped to partition pair \((V, 0)\).

2. Each node in \( \tilde{V} \) mapped to a lower/upper partition pair of \( V \) and each arc in \( \tilde{E} \) mapped to a split vertex from node in \( \tilde{V} \). Hence, \( n = \sum_{(\tilde{V}, V_u)} 1 \) and \( m = \sum_{(V_l, V_u)} |M(V_u)| \).

3. The node which mapped to a partition pair \((V_l, V_u)\) can be classified into a layer\(-\) \( |V_u| \) group, such that all arcs that start from node in the layer\(-k \) group must end in a node in the layer\(-k+1 \) group.

4. The node weight for a node which mapped to the partition pair \((V_l, V_u)\) is \( \text{Scut}(V_l, V_u) \). The node weight for a node mapped to \((V_l \cup \{a\}, V_u \setminus \{a\})\) can be determined through \( \text{Scut}(V_l, V_u) \) as follows.

\[
\text{Scut}(V_l \cup \{a\}, V_u \setminus \{a\}) = \text{Scut}(V_l, V_u) - F_{\text{in}}(a) + F_{\text{out}}(a).
\]

5. The minimum cost of a path, starting from a node which mapped to partition pair \((V_l, V_u)\) to \( \text{goal} \), is \( \sum_{u \in V_u} M_{\text{cut}}(u) \).

The optimal order of \( V \) then depends on every nodes mapped to \((V_l, V_u)\) ordering its lower vertex set \( V_l \) perfectly. The perfect ordering vertices of \( V_l \) in the layer\(\,-k+1 \) group nodes requires perfectly ordered vertices of \( V_l \) in the layer\(\,-k \) group node. Starting from the layer\(\,-0 \) root up to the layer\(\,-n \) goal, the optimum linear order of vertices can be found through the shortest path between root and goal. The DLA problem can thus be solved by a shortest path problem in this layered graph, with the cost function given by the sum of set cut along each path.

If all node layers fit in memory, then the partition search graph can be constructed through the depth first traversal algorithm with a complexity of \( O(n + m) \). Figure 4 shows the induced partition search graph from Example 1. The \( M(V_u) \) is shown inside each node; the split vertex of each node is shown beside each arc, and the node weight for each partition cut is shown beside each node.

![Figure 4. Partition search graph from Example 1.](image-url)
4.2 A* Search with Divide-and-Conquer Solution Reconstruction

A* is a best-first search algorithm that finds the least-cost path from a given initial node to one goal node. The basic idea of A* algorithm is to systematically go through a list of nodes which is ordered according to their estimated total cost to goal node.

There are four node variables in each node $x$ which mapped to the $(V^l, V^u)$ partition pair: $pred(x)$ denotes the backtrack pointer to the upper layer of node $x$, $s(x)$ denotes the node weight of $x$, $g(x)$ denotes the minimum cost of path from the root to $x$ (not include $s(x)$) and $h(x)$ denotes the minimum cost of path from $x$ to goal. For a node $x$ which mapped to the $(V^l, V^u)$ partition pair, $pred(x)$ is used for backtracking shortest path to root, and $s(x)$, $g(x)$, $h(x)$ are used to record values of follows.

$$
\begin{align*}
  s(x) &= Scut(V^l, V^u) \\
  g(x) &= \sum_{y \neq x,y \in sp(x)} s(y) \\
  h(x) &= \sum_{a \in V^u} Mcut(a)
\end{align*}
$$

where $sp(x)$ denotes the shortest path from root to $x$. Starting from the layer –0 root with $s(root)=g(root)=0$, $h(root) = \sum_{u \in V} Mcut(u)$, for a layer –$k$ node $x$ which mapped to $(V^l, V^u)$ pair, a layer –$k+1$ node $y$ which mapped to $(V^l \cup \{a\}, V^u \setminus \{a\})$ pair, node $x$ updates node $y$ with follows.

1. $s(y) = s(x) - F_{in}(a) + F_{out}(a)$
2. $h(y) = h(x) - Mcut(a)$
3. If $s(x) + g(x) < g(y)$ then $g(y)$ is updated with $g(y) = s(x) + g(x)$, and $pred(y)$ is updated with $pred(y) = x$

The admissible function $h(x)$ is used as the heuristic estimate of cost starting from $x$ to reach goal. Since $h(x)$ is the lower bound of the actual cost to reach goal, the algorithm can guarantee finding the optimal solution. During the shortest path search each node $x$ with $g(x) + h(x)$ larger than the upper bound of the DC+BDS approximation solution is pruned to reduce the search space.

The cumulated cost and the backtrack pointer of each node are updated layer by layer, and this search method can be considered as a breadth-first search algorithm. By using the breadth-first search, the optimal path to each node has been found before the expansion to next layer. The algorithm traverses various paths from root to goal. By keeping all the layers of the search graph in memory, the shortest path from root to goal can be recovered starting from $pred(goal)$.

Each branch with less optimal solution than the DC+BDS upper bound can be pruned from the search graph. Therefore, the efficiency of the A* algorithm is determined by the difference between the upper bound from the DC+BDS approximation solution, and the lower bound from the max-flow-min-cut technique. Figure 5 shows the search results for using A* algorithm on Example 1. For each node $x$ mapped to partition pair $(V^l, V^u)$, $M(V^u)$ is shown inside the node; the $(s(x), g(x), h(x))$ triplex is shown beside the node, and each split vertex is shown beside the backtrack pointer. The search result shows that the optimal path is $[2, 4, 1, 3, 5]$ with cost 74.

![Figure 5](image-url)
After the layer—n goal is constructed and completely updated, a layer—\( \frac{n}{2} \) relay node, which is within the optimal path to goal, can be found from \( \text{pred}(\text{goal}) \). The relay node is used to divide the search problem into two sub-problems, namely finding the optimal path from root to the relay node, and finding the optimal path from the relay node to goal. Both sub-problems are then solved through the original search algorithm in order to find the new relay nodes between root and the old relay node, and between the old relay node and goal. This process continues recursively until all nodes in the optimal path are identified.

By combining the divide-and-conquer strategy and A* algorithm with pruning capability, nodes can be constructed and updated layer by layer without saving the complete search graph in memory.

5 Experimental Results

In this section all proposed algorithms were experimentally compared by measuring their performance over a large number of randomly generated DAGs with multiple-source and multiple-sink. To evaluate the performance of the algorithms over a wide range of data characteristics, the edge weight of each generated DAG followed a generalized Zipf distribution. Let \( w^{(i)} \) denote weight of an edge ranked in the \( i \)th position of sorted edge list. The generalized Zipf distribution is defined as follows.

\[
w^{(i)} \propto \frac{1}{i^s}
\]

where \( s \) is the skew coefficient. For \( s=0 \), the Zipf reduces to uniform distribution with \( w^{(i)} = \frac{1}{m} \), whereas larger values of \( s \) derive increasingly skewed distributions. Each data set of simulation experiments is from 20 randomly generated DAGs, and is evaluated for \( n=50 \), for \( m \) varying from 100 to 300, and for skew factor \( s \) in the range 0-2.0.

Table 1 compares the performances of 6 methods; those results are also compared with the optimum arrangement solutions from the shortest path search from partition search graph. The first method is the lower bound from \( h(\text{root}) \). Method 2 and 3 involve the forward sort algorithm with maximum-incident heuristic and least-cost heuristic, respectively. Method 4 and method 5 are bidirectional sort and directed clustering, respectively. Method 6 is the hybrid DC+BDS algorithm.

**Lower bound.** The lower bound which utilizes the max-flow-min-cut theorem, became closer to the optimal solution as the number of edges increased, or the edges had an increasingly skewed distribution.

**Comparison between maximum-incident and least-cost heuristic.** The least-cost heuristic outperformed the maximum-incident heuristic for an edge weight with a skewed distribution, but performed worse with a more uniform edge weight distribution.

**DC+BDS algorithm.** Bidirectional sort algorithm implements the iterative improvement technique with both maximum-incident and least-cost heuristic, and outperforms the algorithm using either only the maximum-incident heuristic or least-cost heuristic. Both bidirectional sort and directed clustering were found to be vulnerable when the number of edges was small, or the edges had a skewed distribution. However, the simulation results show that the hybrid DC+BDS algorithm improves not only the arrangement solution but also the vulnerability of input graph skewness.

6 Conclusions

This work present a branch and bound method to convert the directed linear arrangement problem to a shortest path search problem, and solved with a A* algorithm with an upper limit calculated from a hybrid DC+BDS algorithm and a lower limit obtained from the max-flow-min-cut theorem. If the available memory is insufficient to store an entire layer of nodes, the solution can also be found using a partial search graph with only the promising nodes in each layer.

Additionally, analytical results show that the DC+BDS algorithm, which uses the directed clustering, in conjunction with the bidirectional sort method, achieves good quality approximate solutions for a wide range of edge numbers and skew ratios of edge weights.
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Table 1: Comparison of Simulation Results from different algorithms

| Algorithm          | $|E| = 100$   | $|E| = 150$   | $|E| = 200$   | $|E| = 250$   | $|E| = 300$   |
|--------------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|
|                    | opt=5.18    | opt=9.58    | opt=10.90   | opt=11.34   | opt=11.84   |
| Max-Flow-Min-Cut   | 4.75        | 9.08        | 11.13       | 11.73       | 11.73       |
| Lower Bound        | (-8.15%)    | (-5.26%)    | (-2.75%)    | (-1.89%)    | (-0.92%)    |
| Maximum-Min-Cut    | 9.36        | 12.38       | 12.17       | 12.47       | 12.57       |
| Least-Cost         | (+80.76%)   | (+29.10%)   | (+13.88%)   | (+12.27%)   | (+6.21%)    |
| Bidirectional Sort | 6.03        | 11.40       | 11.49       | (+4.36%)    | (+4.35%)    |
| Directed Clustering| 11.14       | 11.78       | 12.29       | (+8.01%)    | (+4.53%)    |
| DC+BDS             | 5.41        | 9.99        | 11.15       | (+2.27%)    | (+1.24%)    |

(a) $s=0$, $|V|=50$

| Algorithm          | $|E| = 100$   | $|E| = 150$   | $|E| = 200$   | $|E| = 250$   | $|E| = 300$   |
|--------------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|
|                    | opt=6.15    | opt=9.24    | opt=9.72    | opt=10.33   | opt=10.73   |
| Max-Flow-Min-Cut   | 4.49        | 7.42        | 8.84        | 9.82        | 10.38       |
| Lower Bound        | (-26.97%)   | (-14.99%)   | (-9.06%)    | (-4.98%)    | (-3.17%)    |
| Maximum-Min-Cut    | 8.62        | 10.25       | 10.44       | 10.86       | 11.06       |
| Least-Cost         | (+40.30%)   | (+17.15%)   | (+7.40%)    | (+3.04%)    | (+3.09%)    |
| Bidirectional Sort | 7.80        | 9.20        | 10.00       | 10.47       | 10.82       |
| Directed Clustering| 7.90        | 9.50        | 10.41       | 10.72       | 10.97       |
| DC+BDS             | 6.45        | 8.98        | 9.89        | 10.41       | 10.79       |

(b) $s=1.0$, $|V|=50$

| Algorithm          | $|E| = 100$   | $|E| = 150$   | $|E| = 200$   | $|E| = 250$   | $|E| = 300$   |
|--------------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|
|                    | opt=5.18    | opt=9.58    | opt=10.90   | opt=11.34   | opt=11.84   |
| Max-Flow-Min-Cut   | 4.75        | 9.08        | 11.13       | 11.73       | 11.73       |
| Lower Bound        | (-8.15%)    | (-5.26%)    | (-2.75%)    | (-1.89%)    | (-0.92%)    |
| Maximum-Min-Cut    | 9.36        | 12.38       | 12.17       | 12.47       | 12.57       |
| Least-Cost         | (+80.76%)   | (+29.10%)   | (+13.88%)   | (+12.27%)   | (+6.21%)    |
| Bidirectional Sort | 6.03        | 11.40       | 11.49       | (+4.36%)    | (+4.35%)    |
| Directed Clustering| 11.14       | 11.78       | 12.29       | (+8.01%)    | (+4.53%)    |
| DC+BDS             | 5.41        | 9.99        | 11.15       | (+2.27%)    | (+1.24%)    |

(c) $s=2.0$, $|V|=50$


